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ABSTRACT
Plasma equation is used to find new Schrodinger temperature dependent equation. The solution of these
equations are based on free particle solution beside quantum expression for resistance. This expression splits into
real and imaginary or positive and negative one. The real positive superconductivity resistance vanishes beyond a
certain critical temperature, which requires large binding energy and hopping mechanism.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Plasma equations describe ionized fluids subjected to electric and magnetic potentials for particles having
thermal energy[ 1]. These equations are more generalized than Newton's equations for single particle[2 ].
Because it accounts for particles having thermal energy and moving in bulk matter[3].

Thus plasma equation is suitable for describing behavior of bulk matter
[4]. Thus it can be used to develop quantum equation for particles moving inside a certain medium[5 ].Such
equation can reduce quantum equation from large degrees of free dimension to 3dimensionson space only. Such
equation was first developed by M.Dirar and Rasha.A[6 ].This equation is used to explain some Schordinger
behavior, unfortunately this approach is complex mathematically.Thus there is a need for a simple model that can
explain some Schordingerphenomena. Section(2) is devoted for quantum equation derived from energy equation
found from plasma equation. The solution and equation expression for resistance is exhibited in section(3).
Section (4) is concerned with finding critical temperature. Discussion and conclusion are in section (5) and(6)
respectively
.
II. COMPLEX QUANTUM RESISTANCE MODEL
Plasma equation describes ionized particles in a gaseous or liquid form. This equation can thus describes the
electron motion easily. This is since the electrons be behaves as ionized particles in side matter. For pressure
exerted by the gas plasma equation becomes:

(1)

But for pressure exerted by the medium on the electron gas, the equation become:

In one dimensions, the equation becomes:

where V is the potential for one particle
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Thus in integrating bothsides by assuming n to be constant, or in- dependent of K, yields:

This constant of motion stands for energy, thus:

Multiplying by , yields:

According to the wave nature of particles:

(5)

The time in dependent equation becomes:

Consider the case when these electrons wave subjected to constant crystal field.This assumption is quite natural
as far as particles are distributedhomogenously. Thus, equation (7) becomes:

One can suggest the solution to be:

A direct substitution yields:

( k² + vₒ - kT)

Therefore:
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K= (10)

This wave number K is related to the momentum according to the relation :

P = mv = ћ k = ) (11)

This relation can be used to find the quantum resistance R of a certain material . According to classical laws :

R = (12)

For electrons accelerated by the potential . the wavedone is related to the potential V and kinetic energy K
according to the relation :

W =V= 1/2 mv²(13)
But since the current I is gives by .

I = nev A (14)

R = = = (15)

From (12) and (13) :

R= (16)

Splitting R to real partRs and imaginary part Ri :

R = Rs + Ri (17)
According to equation (16) R becomes pure imaginary , when :

E + kT - Vₒ< 0
kT< Vₒ - E
T <( Vₒ - E )/K (18)
Thus the critical temperature is given by :

Which requires:

In this case ( see equation (17)):

R = j

Rs= 0 (20)
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Thus the superconductivity résistance Rs Becomes zero beyond a certain critical temperature given by equation
(17).Which requires binding energy to dominate.

Another direct approach can also be found by considering the pressure exerted by the electrons . In this case [6]
the Hamiltonian becomes :

Ĥ = + kT + V (21)

For spin repulsive force :

V = - Vₒ
Thus :

Ĥ = + kT - Vₒ (22)

Thus the average energy which is equal to the classical energy is given by:

< Ĥ >= < / 2m >+ kT - Vₒ= Eₒ + kT - Vₒ (23)

Using the quantum definition of K [6] :

R = =

R = R+ + R- (24)
Where one splits R to positive and negative one.

When :

Eₒ + kT - Vₒ< 0 (25)

R- = , R+ = 0 ( 26)

From equations ( 25) and (26) the super conductivity resistance RS Vanishes i .e :

R+ = Rs = o
When :

kT< Vₒ - Eₒ

T < (27)

Thus the critical temperature is given by :

TC = (28)

Again for Tc to be positive V0> E0
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Thus for:

T<Tc

Rsc = R+ = 0

III. DISCUSSION
Using plasma equation(1) a useful energy expression containing thermal energy is found in
equation(3).Assuming electrons are free. Free wave solution is given by equation (9).This gives quantum
momentum relation in equation(11).This relation is used in quantum resistances R. Expression(15) which splits R
to real and imaginary part. Thus one gets condition for zero resistance in equations(18)and(19).This happens
beyond a critical temperature given by equation(19).This critical temperature Tc requires binding energy
domination, which means that condition takes place by hopping.
Another quantum resistance expression, which splits R to positive and negative terms is also proposed in
equation(24).The superconductivity positive resistance vanishes beyond critical temperature given by
equation(27).Again this Tc requires bindingenergy domination and hopping mechanism.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Plasma equation is used to find temperature dependent energy and temperature dependent schordiger equation.
By suggesting quantum expression for resistance superconductivity state takes place when electrons hope.
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